Step 2: Configuring the MAC Wireless
Adapter

computer’s desktop on its connected projector or
monitor. Otherwise, an error message will be
displayed in the “WiJETPSM Status” box.

A. Take note of the SSID located at the top of the
banner page being displayed by the projector/
monitor connected to the WiJET.

WiJET.Gmac: Wireless Projector/Monitor
Adapter for Macintosh (OS X and above)
Included with the WiJET.Gmac
WiJET Wireless Projector/ Monitor Adaptor
Antenna
5V DC Power Adapter
CD-ROM with Software and Technical Manual
Registration Card
Quickstart Guide

Step 1: Connecting the WiJET.Gmac to a
Projector/Monitor
A. Connect the included 5V DC power adapter into
the port labeled 5V at the rear of the WiJET. The
ON LED will turn solid green.
B.

Connect the VGA cable from either a projector or
a monitor to the VGA port at the rear of the
WiJET. Turn on the projector or monitor.

C. When the LINK Indicator located on the front of
the WiJET blinks red, the WiJET is ready to
establish a wireless connection to a computer. At
this time, a Banner Display screen is visible on
the display of the WiJET connected projector/
monitor.

B. Configure your AirPort or AirPort Extreme, or
other wireless adaptor such as OTC’s ACR-201 on
your Macintosh computer to use Client mode and
the SSID noted in Step 2-A. After the correct
configurations have been made, the wireless card
on the Macintosh will be wirelessly connected to
the WiJET.Gmac.

Step 3: Installing the WiJET.Gmac software
A. Insert the distribution CD into a CD-ROM drive and
install the WiJET-PSM on a 802.11b/g enabled
Macintosh computer running OS X or above.
B.

C. Click the “Release a Session” button to release
your presentation session so that another user
can establish a session with the WiJET.Gmac.
You can re-establish a session by clicking
“Establish a Session” button again as long as
nobody else is concurrently using the same
WiJET.
D. To terminate the WiJET-PSM application, click
on the “Exit” button or “x” (the close button on
the top-right corner of the application window).
Please consult the Technical Manual for additional
information on using the WiJET.Gmac.
For technical assistance, please call OTC Wireless at
(510) 490-8288. Or visit the OTC website at
http://www.otcwireless.com.

Double-click on the CD icon on the desktop. Drag
and drop the Mac WiJET-PSM folder to any
location of your choice on your hard disk.

C. Double-click the WiJET-PSM icon in the folder
to start the WiJET-PSM application.

Step 4: Using the WiJET .Gmac
A. The WiJET-PSM will automatically search for
available WiJET units. If only one WiJET is
found, the connection will be automatically
established. Skip Step B if this happens. If more
than one is found, the “Establish a Session”
button becomes enabled.
B. Highlight one of the WiJETs listed and
“Establish a Session” button to
presentation session. If the session
established, the WiJET.Gmac will display
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